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Abstract. We plan to perform a quasi experiment to evaluate the effect of experience on requirements elicitation. Researchers will play the role of customers, whereas participants will perform the role of analysts. Analysts will hold a 60 minute interview and will then be given 25 minutes to write up a report of their findings. Participant effectiveness will be compared with available data series on the effectiveness of novice analysts that we have collected previously.
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1 Introduction

One critical success factor in requirements engineering (RE) is having a good analyst [10]. The influence of different analyst characteristics on elicitation effectiveness has been researched empirically [4]. The most commonly examined aspect is experience [1], [7], [8], [9].

Results are controversial, as they tend to contradict RE folklore. Marakas and Elam [7] found that experienced analysts are only marginally better than novices. Pitts and Browne [9] report that analyst experience does not influence the quantity, breadth or depth of the requirements. Niknafs and Berry [8] conclude that experience has a negative influence, that is, experienced subjects are slightly less effective than inexperienced subjects. Finally, Agarwal and Tanniru [1] find that experienced subjects were slightly (but not significantly) better than inexperienced subjects.

We have run several studies as part of this research line, described in Section 2. However, the students that have participated as experimental subjects tend to be rather inexperienced. The aim of the study designed in this proposal, described from Section 3 onwards, is to gather data on subjects, who, like REFSQ’13 participants, are highly experienced. This study will benefit the RE community, as it will help to improve our understanding of the experience/effectiveness relationship. Additionally, we believe that the low effectiveness of expert analysts observed to date is due to factors other than experience, such as problem knowledge or Einstellung effects [2]. The proposed study will also examine such possible relationships.
2 Our Previous Studies

We have run three quasi-experiments (which we will call Q07, Q09 and Q11, according to the years in which they were run) with the aim of studying the influence of experience on elicitation process effectiveness. Quasi-experiments are conducted when subjects cannot be randomly assigned to an experimental condition, like subject expertise, for example.

We have collected data from a total of 31 Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (UPM) software engineering postgraduate students. In all cases, students acted as analysts, gathering information about a fictional software system. Students used the open interview as an elicitation technique, as this is a straightforward technique for analysts, which is also widely used in practice [11]. Analyst effectiveness was calculated as the percentage of correctly identified and reported problem elements (e.g. concepts, requirements, etc.). Correctness is defined as the correspondence between the elicited problem elements and a gold standard established previously.
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Fig. 1. Historical series of results about the experienced/effectiveness relationship

The student population participating in Q07 was composed of subjects with different levels of experience (from 0 to 6 years in requirements activities). Again the relationship between experience and effectiveness, shown in Fig. 1, is contrary to RE folklore and resembles Niknafs et al.’s findings [8].

The experimental population used in Q07 is too small to be able to state for sure that experience has a negative impact. In order to gather more data, we ran replications Q09 and Q11. Unfortunately, the 2007 UPM postgraduate program targeted professionals, whereas students were recruited mostly from graduate courses as of 2008. On this ground, Q09 and Q11 students had hardly any requirements experience, and, consequently, it was not generally possible to compare novices and experts directly. However, we were able to build a data series from Q09 and Q11, which we can supplement with data from other sources. The data series is also illustrated in Fig. 1. REFSQ’13 provides a unique opportunity for gathering the data that we require.
3 Description of the Proposed Study

In line with existing literature, the working hypothesis is that there is no relationship between analyst experience and elicitation process effectiveness (i.e. novice and expert analysts are equally effective). In order to test this hypothesis, we propose to run a quasi-experiment similar to Q07/Q09/Q11, whose results could be combined with the existing data.

The study is composed of three tasks, as shown in Fig. 2. A researcher will play the role of customer, whereas participants will perform the role of analysts. Analysts will study the same software system used in the previous quasi-experiments. The system domain will not be announced until the start of the elicitation session to stop analysts from doing any preparation that might affect their effectiveness.

The quasi-experiment will conclude with a 5-minute questionnaire. This questionnaire will contain questions about participant qualifications and knowledge in order to identify any variables potentially modifying analyst experience and effectiveness.
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There are no restrictions regarding the participants’ experience type or level. In order to escalate the quasi-experiment to the large number of attendees to REFSQ’13, the interviews will not be carried out individually (1 role-played customer and 1 analyst), but many-to-one (1 role-played customer and all analysts together). While this elicitation procedure is different than the typical 1:1 interview, it provides valuable data about the analyst’s comprehension ability (as opposed to information extraction/capture), which is presumably one of the key factors affecting effectiveness. Furthermore, these data is directly comparable to the Q11 quasi-experiment, which applied a similar methodology.

No special equipment is required for running the quasi-experiment. Preliminary results will be available the day after the quasi-experiment. The data will be mapped out as a box-plot and added to the series illustrated in Fig. 1. No information by which specific participants can be identified will be published.
4 Threats to Validity

There are three main threats to the validity of the proposed study: (1) the customer participating in the interview sessions is fictional. Therefore, he will, to some (small or large) extent, be different from real customers; (2) the intended software system is not real; and, finally, (3) elicitation is conducted in a single session with a time limit.

The measures taken to mitigate these threats are: (1) we have carefully studied the target software system and played the role of customers in interview sessions in the context of laboratory experiments using the same system repeated times; (2) the system used during the experiment is based on an existing, real software system; and (3) most of the original system’s complexity has been removed to make it easy to understand completely in a short (maximum 1-hour) period.
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